We have developed an automatic system of all around 3D measurement comprised of special digital cameras and projector in a unit, which can measure human body all around with high precision. It has a calibration box which we use, prior to photographing, to determine the exterior orientation parameters of the cameras so that 3D measurement can be performed automatically as soon as the photographing unit is set up against an object. For stereo-matching we created a robust matching system and integrated it into an all-automatic system.
Introduction
We have been working on Close Range Digital Photogrammetry and on the related software (Topcon PI-3000, Image Master) for 3D measurement to process stereo-images. And we have applied it to various kinds of measurement from height altitude air plane to helicopter photogrammetry, as well as to the surface measurement. The software works stereo measurement with more than two stereoimages. Its camera can be one or many. Here are some examples of its application on land, building, automobile etc, of various sides from several hundred meters down to 10 or even less [1~3] .
Where it is possible to set up more than two cameras, this system works well with a moving object like human body. Even for surface measurement, stereo-method works better than other active methods such as Laser, because with stereo-method, we can take and record pictures with high speed shutter [4] .
With this back ground, this time, we applied our method specifically to the measurement of a human body, by constructing an automatic system with stereo-method as its basic principle and developing a software of automatic measurement.
So we constructed a photographing unit with a special small projector and two digital cameras. And we used four of them together to set up around a human body.
For the preparatory operation, however, we created a calibration box, covered with color-coded targets, the automatic detection of which enable us to make the exterior orientation parameters of each units automatically. The rest of the 3D measurement operation was also handled all automatically by way of forward intersection principle.
As to the stereo-matching process (automatic surface measurement), we have developed a system, which enable us to obtain highly accurate 3D measurement by LSM (Least Square Matching) [5] with the 3D data obtained by OCM (Orientation Code Matching) [6] as the initial value. And as to LSM, while it does well with geometrical deviation, it takes too much time [7] . To avoid that, it needs the initial value of fairly high precision. On the other hand, OCM is robust vis-à-vis the deformation, occlusion as well as brightness change and as such, it is much better than any other prevailing methods for stereo-matching [8] .
In this study, therefore, we are presenting the report on our system of human body measurement and its processing method of stereo-matching..
Photo-Measuring System
Our system consists of photographing units, each of which is composed of two special digital cameras and a projector (Fig. 1 Left) . We have also created a calibration box for preparatory process (Fig. 1 Middle). For both preparatory process and 3D measurement processing we use PC.
For preparatory process, we take the picture of a calibration box to obtain the exterior orientation parameters of the cameras. Therefore, we do not have to paste the target labels on the object itself. Not only that, we can now make subsequent process of 3D measurement all automatic. And here all the cameras are synchronized and we can obtain a number of pictures at the same instant. And in order to make stereo-matching process on the surface of 3D measurement precise, we project patterns on the object, take its pictures and process analytically the obtained data by PC. If we need texture (object image), we take the picture without projecting patterns and then add the texture over the measurement result.
For a human body, we use 4 photographing units around the body. Fig. 1 Right shows this human body measurement system.
Flow of Measurement
The flow of measurement process is shown in Fig. 2 . 1) ~ 3) is the preparatory process, 4) ~ 6) is the 3D measurement process.
1) First, in the preparatory process, we take the picture of Calibration Box pasted with color-coded targets with each unit. Since pattern projection for an object is not necessary, the Box is lit just once by the projectors without patterns, which otherwise would be projected on an object and the result is fed into PC. The 3D measurement of the Box with color coded targets should be made with high precision and equalize the code numbers with their coordinates.
2) Next, the color-coded targets pasted on the Box are automatically detected. Using our automatic Color-Code Detection Software which we have developed , we detect automatically the position and code number of the color codes [9] and equalize them with the correspondent 3D coordinates of the Calibration Box, which have been previously measured and determined.
3) We calculate the exterior orientation parameters of each Photographing Unit by the corresponding code number and its 3D position. After the preparatory process of 1) ~ 3), automatic 3D measurement becomes successively possible for any number of human body.
4)
We take the picture of a human body by Photographing Units. For 3D measurement we project random dot patterns on the body. If we wish to put texture on the result of 3D measurement, we take another picture without patterns. Since the cameras can take synchronously instantly, the alternation of the patterns is also possible instantly. So we can take the images with patterns and without patterns almost at the same time. The Fig. 3 shows the two pictures: one with and another without patterns.
5) We make 3D measurement by Stereo-Matching. Here we can match enormous amount of points in the order of thousand and ten thousands, and this, all automatically. We do this on the Stereo-Image of each photographing unit. As to the Stereo-Matching Method, we will explain in the next chapter.
6) We output 3D data.
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Basic Principle
We used to apply LSM method for stereo-matching. It is robust for geometrical deformation, but it needs the initial value of fairly high precision. The reason is that as LSM makes matching while changing the search area, unless it has the initial value of sufficient accuracy, not only the frequent change of forms demands longer time for processing, but also it is liable to error (mis-matching) because it makes futile deformation.
Fig.4. Process Flow
In the past, we used to input the initial value by manual or semi-automatic operation [10] , which was complicated. But this time we created an automatic stereo-matching system to detect the feature points by means of OCR (Orientation Code Richness) and make them the initial value for LSM.
The Fig. 4 is the flow of the process. First we make rectification image and detect the feature points of the left rectification image by OCR. And then we make templates around the detected points and search the corresponding points on the right rectification image by template-matching of OCM. And finally, with the corresponding feature points on the left and right image as the initial value, we make the surface measurement by LSM (which means another precise stereo-matching).
Orientation Code (OC)
We use the feature quantity, which is called Orientation Code (OC), both for feature point detection and for matching. We define the quantified value of orientation in the adjacent pixels as OC.
Suppose if we determine the intensity at the pixel coordinates (x,y) of an object as I(x,y) and if we determine the intensity gradient on the horizontal axis as ∆I x =∂I/∂ x , and the intensity gradient on the vertical axis as ∆I y =∂I/∂ y , then we can obtain the orientation angle of the interest pixel as θ(x,y)=tan 
We quantize the periphery of a circle by N parts, the OC is shown as 0 ~ N-1. "γ" is the threshold value set up to obtain OC in stable manner and in case of low contrast we put N as the unreliable code. Therefore, in our study we divided the periphery by 16 directions (N=16: Fig. 5 ). Fig. 7 is the OC image of the Fig. 6 (N=16, γ=20) . 
Detection of the Feature Points
For the detection of the feature points we used feature quantity called OCR (Orientation Code Richness) [12] . As this method detects specifically the area where there are many elements of diverse direction, it makes it easy to select the area where there is a rich texture. Besides, as this method calculates with the OC, it gives stability to the matching of OC.
We calculate the relative frequency P xy (i)=h xy (i)/M 2 -h xy (N)(i =0,1,,,,,,,N-1) with the frequency of the apparition of each OC as h xy (i) (i=0,1,,,, ,,,N-1) in a limited local area of the pixel size M by M region centered at the interest pixel(x,y). At this time, since the value of the h xy (N) is the unreliable code for the low contrast, we leave it out from the relative frequency. As a result, the entropy of OC, 0 ~ N-1, is shown by the following equation.
( ) ( )
The maximum value of entropy E max is E max = log 2 N, when each OC goes with uniform distribution P xy (i)=1/N. When we calculate the Richness, therefore, we set up the threshold value α e (0<α e <1) and consider the area where the entropy is above α e E max as the feature area. Thus the Richness R xy is shown in the following equation. We made OCR image by calculating the Richness of the entire picture and covered it with grids of the predetermined size, and detected the highest Richness of each grid as the feature points (Fig. 8) .
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In this study we first detect the feature points on the left rectification image and then detect the corresponding points on right rectification image by using the specific method to compare Orientation Code, as explained in the next chapter.
The Fig.8 shows the OCR image of Fig. 6 . We picked out the maximum value in each grid as the feature point. The Fig.9 shows the detected feature points with a mark. 
Feature Points Matching (Orientation Code Matching)
To match the corresponding feature points we applied the matching method, which uses OC as explained in 4.2.
Suppose if we give the name "O" to the original image, to which the other image "R" is referred, both having the same size S x x S y , and if we make the OC Image from both of them as cO, and cR, by using equation (1), the following will be the relevant equation, in which the mean of absolute residuals "D" works as the verification value of the absolute difference criterion values "d"
In this study we first made detection of the feature points, as we explained in the previous chapter, on the Left image. Then we made templates around the each feature point and searched the corresponding points on the Right image, using OCM.
Surface Measurement
The Fig. 10 and 11 are the all-around measurement result of the models taken from 4 different angles, using 4 photographing units. The Fig. 10 shows 3D models. And over its result we added texture mapping, which created the image as in the Fig. 11 .
To assess the accuracy of our system, we took picture of the object with Standard Scale Bar. The deviation was less than 3mm. As to the measuring time, from the photographing to the processing time is 90 seconds.
The result was fully satisfactory.
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Conclusion
We created a system to make automatically the all-around 3D measurement on a human body, using special digital cameras and projectors. For this system we first made a calibration Box of the size matching that of the object to prepare the parameters of the photographing units. And with thus prepared units set-up around the object, we can make automatically the 3D measurement. Besides, by synchronizing cameras we succeeded to make it possible to create 3D measurement of a moving object like a human body.
For Stereo-Matching, we created a new robust system fully automatic, combining OCM and LSM. In order to obtain automatically the initial values we invented a system, in which we can detect and correlate the feature points in and between OCR and OCM with much higher accuracy. And using this initial values, we perform the stereo matching by LSM and thus succeeded not only make the surface measurement highly accurate but also to minimize the measuring time.
In future, therefore, we should like to study and develop its various useful applications.
